
Index

account of profits remedy 301
accounts 

trustee’s duty to provide accounts 241
acquiescence 

injunctions and 22
administration of trusts 

administrative unworkability 57
variation of trusts and 267–8

advancement 
presumption of 126–8

father to child 126, 127–8
rebuttal 130
when presumption arises 126–7

trustees’ powers of 260–2
advice 

obligation to take advice before making 
investment decision 254–5

solicitor as trustee and others relied on his 
advice in breach of trust cases 316

agency 
assistance from agent with trustee’s duties 241
distinction from trusts 42
see also delegation of trustees’ duties

ambulance service 
charitable trusts for promotion of efficiency of 

209
animals 

charitable trusts for advancement of animal 
welfare 207–9

trusts for care of 101
anti-vivisection societies 208
Anton Piller orders see search orders
‘any given postulant’ test 59
appointment 

gift over in default of appointment 37
power of 36

release of 39
appointment of trustees 236

creation of trust 222
duties on appointment 230–1
further trustees 222, 231–3
number of trustees 229–30
power to appoint trustees 223

appointment by beneficiaries 225–6
appointment by the court 224–5
named person with power to appoint 223
settlor 223
statutory power to appoint 224
trust instrument 223

refusal to act on appointment 226
who can be appointed 226

judicial trustees 228
lay trustees 227
minors 226
professional trustees 227
public trustee 228–9
trust corporations 227

armed forces 
charitable trusts for promotion of efficiency of 

209
arts 

charitable trusts for 203, 205
assets 

following 350
tracing of see tracing

associations see unincorporated associations
automatic resulting trusts 134

failure of purpose 134–5
failure of trust 136
unexhausted beneficial interest 135

bailment 
distinction from trusts 41

bankruptcy 44, 155
banks 

equitable tracing through banking  
system 357

as trust corporations 227
bare powers 36–8
bare trusts 34
beneficial interest 

disclaimers 95
unexhausted 135

beneficiaries 
being given reasons for trustees’ decisions 245, 

250–1
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breach of trust where trustee also beneficiary 
316–17

consent to breach of trust by 321–3
power to appoint trustees 225–6
trustee’s duty to provide information to 241

new approach 242–3
traditional approach 241–2

variation of trusts and 271–4
beneficiary principle 99–100, 108, 196

anomalous exceptions 100–3
care of single named animals 101
saying masses for the dead 102–3
tombs and monuments 101

Benjamin Orders 58
bona fide purchaser for value without notice of 

equitable interests 361
breach of duty of care and skill 314
breach of trust 307–8, 328

causing loss to the trust 309–14
causal relationship between breach and loss 

311–12, 314
defences 320

consent from beneficiaries 321–3
laches doctrine 327–8
limitation period 326–7
s.61 Trustee Act 1925 323–6
trustee exemption clauses 320–1

dishonest assistance in 332, 339–45
fraudulent 316
indemnity 316, 323
interest payable by trustees 319
investment and 317–19

improper sale of investments 318
improperly retaining investment 318
offsetting losses and gains 318–19
purchase of unauthorised investment 317

joint and several liability 314, 315
only one trustee benefited from breach  

316
personal liability of trustee 308
remedies 317
solicitor as trustee and others relied on his 

advice 316
strict liability 308–9
trustee also beneficiary 316–17
trustees only liable for their own breaches of 

trust 314–15
bribes 144, 150, 293–5, 356
businesses 

inappropriateness of specific performance 
remedy for contracts requiring carrying on 
of business 19

Canada 
remedial constructive trusts 152–3

capacity to create trusts 84–5
mentally ill people 85
minors 85

care 
duty of care 239

breach of duty of care and skill 314
common law 239
statutory 240, 253

certainties in trusts 33, 63–4
intention 48

circumstances of receipt of property 49
precatory words 50–1
property held in gift or trust 49
sham intentions 52–3
word ‘trust’ does not have to be used 48–9

objects 48, 56, 100, 196
administrative unworkability 57
conceptual certainty 56, 60, 61
evidential certainty 57
need for 56
tests for 57–63

reasons for 48
role of formalities in creation of trusts and 84
subject matter 48, 53

how subject matter can be uncertain 53–4
unascertained property 54–6

Chancery, Court of 5, 6
charitable trusts 33, 44, 106–7, 196, 219

advantages of charitable status 196–7
charitable purposes 198, 201

advancement of animal welfare 207–9
advancement of arts, culture, heritage or 

science 203, 205
advancement of citizenship or community 

development 204
advancement of education 202–3, 211
advancement of environmental protection or 

improvement 207
advancement of health or saving of lives 204
advancement of human rights, conflict 

resolution, reconciliation, promotion of 
religious harmony or equality and diversity 
206

advancement of religion 203–4
advancement of sport 203, 206
creating new charitable purposes 209–10
overseas 212–13
prevention and relief of poverty 201–2
promotion of efficiency of armed forces, police 

or rescue services 209
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relief of those in need 207
cy près see cy près rules
definition of charity 197–200
political objects 208, 210–12
public benefit requirement 200, 213

approach of courts pre-2006 213
assessment of benefit 214
Charity Commission guidance post-2006 

214–15
meaning of ‘public benefit’ 213
personal nexus with testator 213, 215

trust must be exclusively charitable 198–200
trusts that have been upheld because non-

charitable purpose incidental to charitable 
purpose 199

trusts that have been upheld by applying 
severance to words used by settlor 200

trusts that have failed because non-charitable 
purpose not incidental to charitable purpose 
200

trusts that have failed because objects not 
exclusively charitable 198–9

Charity Commission 201, 205, 206, 207, 211, 212, 
214–15

chattels 
transfer of property to trustee 68

cheques 79
children (minors) 

appointment as trustees 226
capacity to create trusts 85
maintenance powers of trustees and 259–60
presumption of advancement and 126, 127–8

rebuttal 130
variation of trusts in interests of 267

citizenship 
charitable trusts for advancement of 204

civil partnerships 
family homes and see family homes

‘class’ test 59
‘clean hands’ see conduct
codicils 192
cohabitation 159, 161, 177

family homes and see family homes
commission payments 293
common intention constructive trusts of family 

homes 143, 161, 177
background 162
key principles 162–4
proof of common intention 164–9

express common intention 164–5
implied common intention 166–9

quantification of shares 168–9
common law 2, 11

duties and powers of trustees under 307
duty of care 239
investment powers 252

equity follows the law 9
fusion of common law and equity 6–7
inadequacy of 2–3

failure to recognise certain rights 3
limitation in remedies provided 2–3, 13
writ system 2

tracing 350, 363
through clean substitution 350–2
through mixed funds 352–3

community development 
charitable trusts for 204

competition with trust 
profits received in 293

‘complete list’ test 59
compromise arrangements 265–6
conceptual certainty 56, 60, 61
condition precedent 

gifts subject to 61–3
conduct 8, 13

grant of injunctions and 22
refusal of specific performance on grounds of 15

conflict resolution 
charitable trusts for 206

consideration 
definition 73
lack of consideration as principle for awards of 

specific performance 13
constitution and creation of trusts 66, 81

appointment of trustees 222
capacity to create trusts 84–5

mentally ill people 85
minors 85

formalities 48, 67, 83, 96
declaration of trust under a will 89
disposition of subsisting equitable interest 

89–96
express trusts 83, 189
general rule 85–6
lifetime (inter vivos) trust of realty 86–9
role of formalities in creation of trusts 84
self-declaration of trust 71, 83

letters of wishes 251
precatory words 51
rule in Milroy v. Lord (1862) 66
rule in Re Rose [1952] 71
self-declaration of trust by owner of property 68

formalities 71, 83

charitable trusts (cont.)
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showing sufficient intention for creation of 
trust 68–70

transfer of property to trustee 67–8, 83, 230–1
enforcement of promise to transfer property 

74–5
land 67, 88–9
settlor has done everything in his power to 

transfer 71–2
shares 67, 71, 72–3, 89
step to be taken by third party before settlor 

transfers trust property 72
constructive trusts 10, 34, 84, 88, 141, 142, 156

enforcing contracts for sale of property 142–3
family homes 143–4, 161, 177

background 162
financial contributions and 166–9
key principles 162–4
proof of common intention 164–9
quantification of shares 168–9

informal acquisition of property rights 147–8
institutional 141, 149–50
mutual wills 148–9, 192
personal and proprietary claims over property 

155–6
property rights acquired through unlawful killing 

145–7
remedial 141, 149, 151, 155

in English law 153–5
role in other jurisdictions 152–3, 302
when arises 151

secret trusts as 189
strangers to a trust as constructive trustees 149, 

331, 346
dishonest assistance in breach of trust 332, 

339–45
knowing receipt of trust property 331–2, 

334–9
trustee de son tort 332, 346

types of constructive trustee 141–2, 149, 331
unauthorised gains by fiduciary 144–5, 150, 

300–3
bribes 144, 150, 293–5, 356

contracts 
constructive trusts and enforcing contracts for 

sale of property 142–3
contract-holding theory of gifts to 

unincorporated associations 113–17
gifts with purposes attached 117
when contract-holding theory does not apply 

115–16
enforcement of incompletely constituted trust in 

contract 73–4

rights of third parties to enforce 13
specific performance see specific performance 

remedy
specifically enforceable contract for sale 94–5

co-ownership 
joint ownership 172

joint tenants 172, 187–8
tenants in common 173, 187–8

statutory trust 176
costs 

Court of Chancery 5
council accommodation 

‘right to buy’ 170
courts 

Court of Chancery 5, 6
exercise of fiduciary powers 39
intervention in trustees’ decision-making 246, 

248–9, 250
power to appoint trustees 224–5

judicial trustees 228
variation of trusts and 

award of maintenance 266
compromise arrangements 265–6
emergency cases 264–5
statutory provisions 266–71
Variation of Trusts Act 1958 274–82

creation of trusts see constitution and creation of 
trusts

culture 
charitable trusts for advancement of 203, 205

cy près rules 197, 215, 220
initial failure of charitable trust 216–18

amalgamation of charities 217
charity ceases to exist before death of testator 

216
finding general charitable intention 218
gifts to charitable corporations 217
gifts to charities that never existed 218
gifts to unincorporated associations 217

meaning of cy près 215–16
subsequent failure of charitable trust 218–19

Dadourian principles 29
damages remedy 2, 6, 13

inadequacy 14, 21
death 

gifts made in contemplation of see donatio 
mortis causa

property rights acquired through unlawful killing 
145–7

debts 
distinction from trusts 41
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defences to breach of trust action 320
consent from beneficiaries 321–3
laches doctrine 327–8
limitation period 326–7
s.61 Trustee Act 1925 323–6
trustee exemption clauses 320–1

delay 9
injunctions and 22
laches doctrine 327–8
specific performance remedy and 15

delegation of trustees’ duties 
collective delegation 258–9
general principles 257–8
individual delegation 258

Denley [1969] trusts 103–4, 118
directors’ fees 292–3
disclaimers of beneficial interest 95
discretion 

trustees’ duty to exercise discretion 244
beneficiaries being given reasons for decisions 

245, 250–1
court’s intervention in decision-making 246, 

248–9, 250
disclosure of ‘letters of wishes’ 251
failure to consider whether to exercise 

discretion 246
failure to take into account all relevant 

matters 247
improper selection by trustees 246–7
legitimate expectation of beneficiaries and 

250–1
rule in Hastings-Bass 247–50
unreasonableness as grounds for intervention 

in 250
discretionary trusts 35–6

tests for certainty of objects 58–61
dishonest assistance in breach of trust 332,  

339–45
diversity 

charitable trusts for 206
divorce 

variation of trusts and 270
donatio mortis causa 77–80, 81

delivery of property or something symbolic of 
property 79

gift must be made conditional on death 78
gift must be made in contemplation of death 

77–8
property must be capable of forming subject 

matter of donatio mortis causa 79–80
duties and powers of trustees 262, 307–8

breach of see breach of trust 

collective delegation 258–9
general principles 257–8
individual delegation 258

duties on appointment 230–1
duty of care 239

breach of duty of care and skill 314
common law 239
statutory 240, 253

duty to act jointly and make decisions 
unanimously 244

duty to exercise discretion 
beneficiaries being given reasons for decisions 

245, 250–1
court’s intervention in decision-making 246, 

248–9, 250
disclosure of ‘letters of wishes’ 251
failure to consider whether to exercise 

discretion 246
failure to take into account all relevant 

matters 247
improper selection by trustees 246–7
legitimate expectation of beneficiaries and 

250–1
rule in Hastings-Bass 247–50
unreasonableness as grounds for intervention 

in 250
duty to provide accounts 241
duty to provide information 241

new approach 242–3
traditional approach 241–2

power of advancement 260–2
power of maintenance 259–60
powers to invest see investment powers of 

trustees

education 
charitable trusts for advancement of 202–3, 211

employment contracts 
inappropriateness of specific performance 

remedy 17–18
employment relationships 286
enforcement 

incompletely constituted gift 72–3, 81
donatio mortis causa 77–80, 81
rule in Pennington v. Waine [2002] 72–3
rule in Strong v. Bird [1874] 76–7, 81

incompletely constituted trust 81
in contract 73–4
rule in Pennington v. Waine [2002] 72–3
rule in Ralli’s Will Trust [1964] 75
as trust of a promise under Fletcher v. Fletcher 

(1844) 74–5
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secret trusts 189–90
enforcer trusts 107–8

criticisms 108
environmental issues 

charitable trusts for advancement of environmental 
protection or improvement 207

equality 
charitable trusts for 206
equity as 10

equitable interests in property 
disposition of subsisting equitable interest 89–96

definition 90
disclaimers of beneficial interest 95
Grey v. IRC [1960] 90–1
necessity for formalities 90
no disposition where legal and equitable 

interest transferred together 91–3
no disposition where subsisting equitable 

interest is extinguished under resulting trust 
93–4

no disposition where subsisting equitable 
interest is specifically enforceable contract 
94–5

nomination by member of employees’ pension 
fund 95

sub-trusts 96
Vandervell cases 92–4

equitable tracing and 355–7
transfer to trustee 68

equitable tracing 354, 363
limits 361–2
mixed funds 357
proof of initial fiduciary relationship 354–5
stolen funds 356
through banking system 357
where claimant has equitable interest in property 

355–7
equity 

defects 5–6
fusion of common law and equity 6–7
historical development 4, 11

Court of Chancery 5, 6
role of Lord Chancellor 4

maxims 8–10
role of equity today 10
see also individual topics

estoppel 
proprietary see proprietary estoppel

ethical investment 255–6
evidential certainty 57
ex parte orders 25, 27
exemption clauses 320–1

exhaustive discretionary trusts 35
express trusts 33–4

failure of purpose 134–5
family homes 160
formalities for creation 83, 189
secret trusts as 189

fair-dealing rule 287, 289
family homes 159, 178

constructive trusts 143–4, 161, 177
background 162
financial contributions and 166–9
key principles 162–4
proof of common intention 164–9
quantification of shares 168–9

express trusts 160
future for rights in 177–8
joint ownership 172

joint tenants 172, 187–8
tenants in common 173, 187–8

proprietary estoppel 177
relationships giving rise to rights in 159–60
resulting trusts 169–72, 174
statutory trust 176

fiduciary powers 38–9
fiduciary relationships 304

bribes and 144, 150, 293–5, 356
confidential information and opportunities 295

meaning of ‘confidential information’ 295
profit retained by fiduciary 298–300
use of confidential information as breach of 

fiduciary duty 296–8
constructive trusts and unauthorised gains by 

fiduciary 144–5, 150
equitable tracing and proof of initial fiduciary 

relationship 354–5
fair-dealing rule 287, 289
joint ventures 300
nature of 285–6
other property transactions 290
remedies for breach of fiduciary duty 300–3
role in English law 286–7
self-dealing rule 287–8

exceptions 289
in practice 288–9
where rule does not apply 289

unauthorised profits 290–3
commission 293
constructive trusts and 144–5, 150, 300–3
directors’ fees 292–3
profits received in competition with trust 293
reform proposals 292
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fire service 
charitable trusts for promotion of efficiency of 

209
fixed trusts 35

tests for certainty of objects 57–8
following assets 350
foreign countries 

charitable trusts working overseas 212–13
forfeiture 

property rights acquired through unlawful  
killing 145–7

formalities 
constitution and creation of trusts 48, 67, 83, 

96
declaration of trust under a will 89
disposition of subsisting equitable interest 

89–96
express trusts 83, 189
general rule 85–6
lifetime (inter vivos) trust of realty 86–9
role of formalities in creation of trusts 84
self-declaration of trust 71, 83

contracts for land 16
wills 180–1, 186

fraud 
breach of trust and 316
constructive trusts and 141
equity will not allow statute to be instrument of 

fraud 10, 87
fraudulent use of power 39–40
role of formalities in creation of trusts and 84
secret trusts and prevention of fraud 189–90

freezing orders 10, 27
worldwide 28–9

gifts 
distinction from trusts 41
gift over in default of appointment 37
incompletely constituted (imperfect gifts) 8, 69

enforcement see under enforcement
intention and 49
made in contemplation of death see donatio 

mortis causa
outright transfer of legal title to another 66
subject to condition precedent 61–3
to unincorporated associations 111–12

contract-holding theory 113–17
cy près rules and 217
as gift to present members 112–13
as trust for present and future members 118
as trust for present members 117–18

groups see unincorporated associations

hardship 
as principle for award of specific performance 14

health 
charitable trusts for advancement of 204

heritage 
charitable trusts for advancement of 205

historical development 
equity 4, 11

Court of Chancery 5, 6
role of Lord Chancellor 4

trusts 7
human rights 

charitable trusts for advancement of 206

illegality 
inappropriateness of specific performance 

remedy for illegal contracts 19
rebuttal of presumption of resulting trust and 

131–4
illegal motives inadmissible to use to rebut 

presumption 132
illegal motives present but not relied on as 

evidence 132–3
reforms 133–4

implied trusts 33–4, 84
for ownership of land 44
see also constructive trusts; resulting trusts

incompletely constituted gifts 8, 69
enforcement 72–3, 81

donatio mortis causa 77–80, 81
rule in Pennington v. Waine [2002] 72–3
rule in Strong v. Bird [1874] 76–7, 81

incompletely constituted trusts 
enforcement 81

in contract 73–4
rule in Pennington v. Waine [2002] 72–3
rule in Ralli’s Will Trust [1964] 75
as trust of a promise under Fletcher v. Fletcher 

(1844) 74–5
indemnity 

breach of trust 316, 323
individual ascertainability test 59
informal acquisition of property rights 147–8
information 

confidential information and opportunities 295
meaning of ‘confidential information’ 295
profit retained by fiduciary 298–300
use of confidential information as breach of 

fiduciary duty 296–8
trustees’ duty to provide information 241

new approach 242–3
traditional approach 241–2
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injunctions 3, 20
Anton Piller orders see search orders
comparison with specific performance 23
interim 23–4, 27

American Cyanamid decision 23, 24–5
Mareva injunctions see freezing orders
principles for grant 

conduct of claimant 22
damages inadequate as remedy 21
delay and acquiescence 22
infringement of claimant’s rights 21

insolvency 41
institutional constructive trusts 141, 149–50
intangible property 

certainty of subject matter and 55–6
intention 

certainty of 48
circumstances of receipt of property 49
precatory words 50–1
property held in gift or trust 49
sham intentions 52–3
word ‘trust’ does not have to be used 48–9

common intention constructive trusts of family 
homes 143, 161, 177

background 162
financial contributions and 166–9
key principles 162–4
proof of common intention 164–9
quantification of shares 168–9

rule in Strong v. Bird [1874] and 76
showing sufficient intention for creation of 

trust 68–70, 86
interest 

breach of trust and interest payable by trustees 
319

interests in property 
distinguishing trusts from wills/intestacy 42
equitable see equitable interests in  

property
interim injunctions 23–4, 27

American Cyanamid decision 23, 24–5
intestacy 

interests under intestacy distinguished from 
trusts 42

investment powers of trustees 
breach of trust and 317–19

improper sale of investments 318
improperly retaining investment 318
offsetting losses and gains 318–19
purchase of unauthorised investment 317

financial considerations and risk management 
256–7

obligation to take advice before making 
investment decision 254–5

relevance of moral and ethical considerations in 
investment decisions 255–6

sources 252
common law 252
statutory powers 253
trust instrument 252

standard investment criteria 253–4
statutory duty of care 253

investment schemes 43
‘is or is not’ test 59, 60

joint and several liability 
breach of trust 314, 315

joint ownership of property 172
joint tenants 172, 187–8
tenants in common 173, 187–8

joint ventures 
fiduciary relationships 300

judicial trustees 228

knowing receipt of trust property 331–2, 334–9

laches doctrine 327–8
land 

children and 85
constructive trusts 

enforcing contracts for sale of property 142–3
family homes 143–4, 161, 177
informal acquisition of property rights 147–8
personal and proprietary claims over property 

155–6
property rights acquired through unlawful 

killing 145–7
donatio mortis causa and 80
family homes see family homes
formalities of contracts for 16, 71
specific performance remedy in contracts for 

land 15–16, 19
transfer of 67, 72
trusts for ownership of land 43–4

lifetime (inter vivos) trust of realty 86–9
number of trustees 230
transfer of property to trustee 67, 88–9

voluntary transfer into another’s name 125–6
leases 

renewal of 290
legitimate expectation 

giving reasons for decisions and 250–1
letters of wishes 251
lifetime (inter vivos) trust of realty 86–9
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limitation period 
breach of trust action 326–7
laches doctrine and 327–8

Lord Chancellor 4
lottery syndicates 129

maintenance powers of trustees 259–60
courts’ jurisdiction to vary trusts and 266

mandatory injunctions 20
manslaughter 

property rights acquired through unlawful killing 
145–7

Mareva injunctions see freezing orders
marriage 

family homes see family homes
marriage consideration 73
presumption of advancement and 126, 127
variation of trusts on divorce/separation/nullity 

270
masses for the dead 102–3
Master of the Rolls 5
maxims of equity 8–10
mentally ill people 

capacity to create trusts 85
variation of trusts and 271

minors see children (minors)
misdescription 

inappropriateness of specific performance 
remedy for 19

misrepresentation 
inappropriateness of specific performance 

remedy for 19
rescission remedy 30

mistake 
inappropriateness of specific performance 

remedy for 19
rescission remedy 30

monuments 101, 205
mortgages 3

mortgage repayments and resulting trusts 170–1
murder 

property rights acquired through unlawful killing 
145–7

mutual wills 191–2, 194
agreement between parties 192
constructive trusts 148–9, 192

mutuality 
as principle for award of specific performance 

14–15

need 
charitable trusts for relief of those in need 207

non-exhaustive discretionary trusts 35
nullity of marriage 

variation of trusts and 270

objects 
certainty of 48, 56, 100, 196

administrative unworkability 57
conceptual certainty 56, 60, 61
evidential certainty 57
need for 56
tests for 57–63

obligations 
assumption of fulfilment of 9
taking advice before making investment decision 

254–5
opportunities obtained from fiduciary relationships 

295
profit retained by fiduciary 298–300

pension schemes 42
nomination of beneficiary by member of 

employees’ pension fund 95
trustees’ duty to exercise discretion 249–50

perpetuity rule 100, 118, 196
personal claims over property 155–6
personal services 

inappropriateness of specific performance 
remedy 17–18

police 
charitable trusts for promotion of efficiency of 

209
political objects of charitable trusts 208, 210–12
political parties 111, 116
poverty 

charitable trusts for prevention and relief of 
201–2

powers 
differences between trust and power 33
trustees see duties and powers of trustees
types of powers 36

bare powers 36–8
fiduciary powers 38–9
fraudulent use of power 39–40

precatory words 50–1
precedent 5
presumed resulting trusts 123–4

presumption of advancement 126–8
father to child 126, 127–8
husband to wife 126, 127
rebuttal 130
when presumption arises 126–7

purchase money resulting trusts 128–30, 169
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rebuttal of presumptions 130–1, 169
illegality 131–4

voluntary transfer into another’s name 124–6
private purpose trusts 108

beneficiary principle 99–100, 108, 196
anomalous exceptions 100–3

Denley [1969] trusts 103–4, 118
enforcer or protector trusts 107–8

criticisms 108
failure of purpose 134–5
is purpose of trust mandatory 104–6
unincorporated associations and 106, 117

private trusts 33
professional trustees 227

duty of care 240
profits 

account of profits remedy 301
unauthorised gains by fiduciary 290–3

commission 293
constructive trusts and 144–5, 150, 300–3
directors’ fees 292–3
profits received in competition with trust 293
reform proposals 292

prohibitive injunctions 20
promises 

enforcement of incompletely constituted trust as 
trust of a promise under Fletcher v. Fletcher 
(1844) 74–5

proprietary estoppel and 80, 81
proprietary claims over property 155–6
proprietary estoppel 80, 81

family homes 177
protective trusts 44–5
protector trusts 107–8

criticisms 108
public benefit requirement for charitable trusts 

200, 213
approach of courts pre-2006 213
assessment of benefit 214
Charity Commission guidance post-2006 214–15
meaning of ‘public benefit’ 213
personal nexus with testator 213, 215

public trustee 228–9
public trusts 33
purchase money resulting trusts 128–30, 169
purchase of trust property 

bona fide purchaser for value without notice of 
equitable interests 361

fair-dealing rule 287, 289
self-dealing rule 287–8

exceptions 289
in practice 288–9

where rule does not apply 289
purpose trusts 43

see also charitable trusts; private purpose trusts

reconciliation 
charitable trusts for 206

rectification remedy 29–30
religion 

charitable trusts for advancement of 203–4
charitable trusts for promotion of religious 

harmony 206
religious services for the dead 102–3
trusts for care of tombs and monuments 101

remedial constructive trusts 141, 149, 151, 155
in English law 153–5

cases showing reluctance to support 154–5
cases showing support 153–4

role in other jurisdictions 152–3, 302
when arises 151

remedies 31
against strangers to a trust 331, 333, 346

dishonest assistance in breach of trust 339–45
knowing receipt of trust property 334–9
trustee de son tort 346

for breach of fiduciary duty 300–3
breach of trust 317
equitable 8, 13
limitation in remedies provided under common 

law 2–3, 13
see also individual remedies

removal of trustees 234
remuneration 

directors 292–3
trustees 234–6

renewal of leases 290
rescission remedy 30–1
rescue services 

charitable trusts for promotion of efficiency of 
209

research 
charitable trusts for 202

resulting trusts 34, 84, 93–4, 107, 138
automatic 134

failure of purpose 134–5
failure of trust 136
unexhausted beneficial interest 135

children and 85
definition 123
distribution of funds on dissolution of 

unincorporated associations 119
family homes 169–72, 174
presumed 123–4
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illegality and 131–4
presumption of advancement 126–8
purchase money resulting trusts 128–30, 169
rebuttal of presumptions 130–1, 169
voluntary transfer into another’s name 124–6

retirement of trustees 231, 233–4
‘right to buy’ 170
risk management 256–7

science 
charitable trusts for advancement of 205

search orders 10, 25–6
conditions to be satisfied 26
limitations and restrictions 26–7

secret trusts 180, 193
fully secret trusts 182–4, 188

instructions in sealed letters 183–4
operation outside the will 190
prevention of fraud and 189–90

half-secret trusts 183, 184–5
gift of property to two people 187–8
secret beneficiary acts as witness to will of 

testator 186–7
secret trustee benefits from secret trust 186
where secret beneficiary predeceases testator 

185
where secret trustee predeceases testator 185

reasons for creation 181
theoretical basis 

nature of secret trusts 188–9
prevention of fraud and 189–90
reasons for enforcement 189–90

self-dealing rule 287–8
exceptions 289
in practice 288–9
where rule does not apply 289

self-declaration of trust by owner of property 68
formalities 71, 83
showing sufficient intention for creation of trust 

68–70
separation of spouses 

variation of trusts and 270
settled land 

variation of trusts and 268–9
sham intentions 52–3
shares 

donatio mortis causa and 80
transfer of property to trustee 67, 71, 72–3, 89

societies see unincorporated associations
specific performance remedy 3, 6, 13

comparison with injunctions 23

contracts where specific performance may be 
awarded 

items of special value 16
land contracts 15–16, 19

contracts where specific performance may not be 
awarded 17

contracts requiring carrying on of business 19
contracts requiring supervision 18
illegal contracts 19
mistake, misrepresentation and misdescription 

19
personal services contracts 17–18

principles for awards of 
delay 15
inadequacy of damages 14
lack of clean hands 15
lack of consideration 13
mutuality 14–15
undue hardship 14

sport 
charitable trusts for 203, 206

statutes 
trusts imposed by 34

co-ownership 176
trusts for ownership of land 43

strangers to a trust 149, 331, 333, 346
dishonest assistance in breach of trust 332, 

339–45
knowing receipt of trust property 331–2, 334–9
trustee de son tort 332, 346

strict liability 
breach of trust 308–9

subject matter 
certainty of 48, 53

how subject matter can be uncertain 53–4
intangible property 55–6
unascertained property 54–6

substance of agreements 9
sub-trusts 96
supervision 

inappropriateness of specific performance 
remedy for contracts requiring 18

taxation 
charitable trusts and 197

tenancies 
‘right to buy’ 170

tenants in common 173
third parties 

decision by third parties in conceptual 
uncertainty cases 61

‘equity will not assist volunteer’ rule 8, 66–7

resulting trusts (cont.)
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donatio mortis causa exception 77–80, 81
proprietary estoppel exception 80, 81
rule in Strong v. Bird [1874] exception 76–7, 

81
rights to enforce contracts 13
step to be taken by third party before settlor 

transfers trust property 72
strangers see strangers to a trust

time 
time limits for claim see limitation period
where equal equities first in time will prevail 9

tombs and monuments 
trusts for care of 101

tracing 6, 349
common law 350, 363

through clean substitution 350–2
through mixed funds 352–3

equitable 354, 363
limits 361–2
mixed funds 357
proof of initial fiduciary relationship 354–5
stolen funds 356
through banking system 357
where claimant has equitable interest in 

property 355–7
following compared with 350

transfer of property to trustee 67–8, 83, 230–1
enforcement of promise to transfer property 

74–5
land 67, 88–9
settlor has done everything in his power to 

transfer 71–2
shares 67, 71, 72–3, 89
step to be taken by third party before settlor 

transfers trust property 72
trust corporations 227
trustees 

appointment see appointment of trustees
constructive trusts 141–2, 149, 331
duties see duties and powers of trustees
fiduciary nature see fiduciary relationships
number of trustees 229–30
refusal to act as trustee 226
removal 234
remuneration 234–6
retirement 231, 233–4
transfer of property to see transfer of property 

to trustee
trustee de son tort 332, 346
trustee exemption clauses 320–1

trusts 3, 45
differences between trust and power 33

distinction from other legal concepts 40
modern use of 42
see also individual topics

unascertained property 
certainty of subject matter and 54–6

unconscionable behaviour 8
undue influence 

rescission remedy and 30
unincorporated associations 43, 110, 120

anti-vivisection societies 208
definition 111
distribution of funds on dissolution 118–19

size of shares 120
gifts to 111–12

contract-holding theory 113–17
cy près rules and 217
as gift to present members 112–13
as trust for present and future members  

118
as trust for present members 117–18

private purpose trusts and 106, 117
unjust enrichment 

remedial constructive trusts for 141, 149, 151, 
155

in English law 153–5
role in other jurisdictions 152–3, 302
when arises 151

unreasonableness 
as grounds for intervention in trustees’ duty to 

exercise discretion 250
use 

historical development of trusts and 7

valuable consideration see consideration
valuable items 

specific performance remedy and 16
variation of trusts 264, 282

courts’ inherent jurisdiction 
award of maintenance 266
compromise arrangements 265–6
emergency cases 264–5

rule in Saunder v. Vautier (1841) 271–4
statutory provisions 266–71

s.16 Mental Capacity Act 2005 271
s.24 Matrimonial Causes Act 1973 270
s.53 Trustee Act 1925 267
s.57(1) Trustee Act 1925 267–8
s.64 Settled Land Act 1925 268–9

Variation of Trusts Act 1958 274–82
avoidance of complete resettlement of trust 

281–2
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categories of people on whose behalf court 
can act 275, 276–7

excluded categories of people 275–6
financial benefit 278–9
main changes introduced by 274
meaning of ‘benefit’ 277
non-financial benefit 279–80
reasons for passage of act 274

volunteers 
‘equity will not assist volunteer’ rule 8, 66–7

donatio mortis causa exception 77–80, 81
proprietary estoppel exception 80, 81
rule in Strong v. Bird [1874] exception 76–7, 81

wills 
codicils 192
declaration of trust under a will 89
formalities 180–1, 186
interests under wills distinguished from  

trusts 42
mutual wills 191–2, 194

agreement between parties 192
constructive trusts 148–9, 192

secret trusts under see secret  
trusts

worldwide freezing orders 28–9
writ system 

common law 2

variation of trusts (cont.)
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